Exploitation opportunities in EIC Pathfinder FET

*Bring innovation from EIC Pathfinder*

Info Day, September 16th
10.30 – 10:35 Welcome address

10.35 – 10:45 Access2EIC NCP Network
   Antonio Carbone, APRE, Access2EIC NCP Network coordinator

10:45 – 11:00 The FET Innovation LaunchPad Call for Proposals
   Marco Giorgini, FET Innovation Launchpad Call Coordinator, EIC Task force, Research Executive Agency

11:00 – 11:45 Innovation opportunities based on EIC Pathfinder results
   Moderator: Marta Calderaro, APRE, Access2EIC NCP Network
   - Sander Dorembos, SINGLE QUANTUM BV, SUPERTWIN and Brainiaqs projects
   - Brendan Sullivan, Politecnico di Milano, FET Briefing project

11:45 – 12:00 The Access2EIC tools
   Luis Jesus Guerra Casanova, Centro para el Desarrollo Tecnológico Industrial, Access2EIC NCP Network

12:00 – 12:30 Question & Answers

12:30 Conclusion
What is a National Contact Point (NCP) for?

National structures recognized by the EU that:

- Raise **awareness** on H2020 opportunities
- Organize **training** sessions
- Offer assistance on **proposal writing**
- Support in **partner search** (when relevant)

**Across** the different H2020 parts.

There are 22 official functions per country in:

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/support/ncp
What is the ACCESS2EIC project?

Transnaztional CSA project awarded to 15 NCPs host organizations (on behalf of the entire EIC & A2RF NCP networks) to:

- **Identify and share good practices** in how to support applicants to access the EIC and A2RF programmes in H2020

- **Develop together useful tools for participants** that may simplify their access to EIC Pilot calls

- **Organize and deliver training** for the whole EIC & A2RF NCP networks community in relevant areas
What tools can we offer you?

- EIC Pathfinder Factsheet Q2 2020
- EIC T2I Factsheet Q2 2020
- EIC Accelerator Annotated template
- EIC Accelerator (blended finance)
- InnovFIN & InvestEU guide
- TRL1-TRL3
- TRL4-TRL5
- TRL6-TRL8
- TRL9
- BRL0-BRL1
- BRL2-BRL3
- BRL4 – BRL6
- BRL7-BRL8
- BRL9
- EIC Pathfinder
- EIC T2I
- Grant
- Grant + equity
- Toolbox for R&D based businesses (Q2 2020)
- SME Toolbox
- Due diligence dashboard Annotated Annex IV (Q4 2020)
- InnovFIN
- InvestEU
- Financial instruments
- www.Access2EIC.eu
What else can ACCESS2EIC offer you?

### Training
- Onsite Training for NCPs
- Online Training for NCPs and participants
- Coursera selection for horizontal training

For “Seal of Excellence” holders only
- Periodic e-pitches through Euroquity
- Pitch contest back to back to EU events

### Pitching to investors
- Online webinars on EIC with the COM
- Onsite events on EIC issues with the COM

### Events
- Accessible via: https://access2eic.eu/eventi/

www.Access2EIC.eu
The European Research and Innovation Days 2020 will take place from 22 to 24 September. A hub dedicated to the EIC and all its different aspects will characterize the three days. See the programme here and register to the event: https://research-innovation-days.ec.europa.eu/programme
“The new EIC Pathfinder: Science-towards-technology breakthrough”
EC Live session (September 22nd, 15.00 - 16.00)

• The session offers an insight into the Pathfinder/FET programme within Horizon Europe, from a broad perspective of various actors who came across the programme.

• Speakers: Jean David Malo (Director of the EIC), Dermot Diamond (EIC Advisory Board member), Cristina Silva Pereira (FET Open FLIPT project beneficiary and frequent evaluator of proposals), Paolo Dario (founder and director of the BioRobotics Institute - FET Proactive NEBIAS project coordinator) and Cristian Silviu Busoi (tbc) – Chairman of the ITRE Committee, European Parliament.
“Voices from the future: Pathfinder stories, people, visions” Future Tech Week sessions
(September 22nd, 09:45 - 12:30) (September 22nd, 15:00 - 17:00) (September 23rd, 11:30 - 13:30) (September 23rd, 15:00 - 17:15)

The sessions will showcase EIC Pathfinder results from research to their exploitation into the market, through the valuable Keynote speech from Nobel Laureate Professor Edvard I. Moser (GRIDMAP), interview to the EIC Programme Manager Iordanis Arzimanoglou, the Keynote speech by Prof. Jerzy Langer - EIC Pilot Advisory Board member. Several roundtables will discuss about EIC Pathfinder future paths in a wide range of technological trends.

Major EIC Pathfinder results are already available, and will be showcased during the whole week via the Future Tech Week website: http://futuretechweek.fetfx.eu/

EC
"Transition activities: paving the path to the EIC Accelerator" ACCESS2EIC live session (September 23rd)

Within this hub ACCESS2EIC organizes this session with the purpose to introduce the results preliminaries relating to the EIC Pilot Transition to Innovation Activities and discuss future perspectives within Horizon Europe. You are all invited to attend and disseminate the session and general event in your countries

https://research-innovation-days.ec.europa.eu/programme
“Co-creation session on top-down topics in EIC Pathfinder”
EC Live session (September 24th, 10.00 - 11.00)

• The session offers an insight into the Pathfinder programme within Horizon Europe, and the methodologies used for the co-creation of top-down future challenges under EIC Pathfinder.

• Speakers: Viorel Peca, Manuel Noya,
EIC Pilot useful links

- EIC Wizard via EIC website
- EIC Work Programme 2020 and EIC FAQ
- National Contact Points (NCPs)
- Access2EIC NCP Network
- F&T Portal Partner Search
- List of all NCP networks’ Partner Search tools
- Enterprise Europe Network

Follow A2EIC on

Follow @Access2EIC
Follow Access2EIC

The contents of today will be available on the dedicated Access2EIC webpage
Thank you for your attention

Contact us: eic@apre.it

Follow us: @Access2EIC